
 
English Policy 

Southwold Primary and Nursery School 

Philosophy 

At Southwold Primary and Nursery we believe that: 
The study of English develops children’s abilities to listen, speak, read and write for a wide 
range of purposes, so using language to learn and communicate ideas, views and feelings. It 
enables children to express themselves creatively and imaginatively, as they become 
enthusiastic and critical readers of stories, poetry and drama, as well as non-fiction and 
media texts. Children gain an understanding of how language works by looking at its 
patterns, structures and origins. Children use their knowledge, skills and understanding in 
speaking and writing across a range of different situations.  
We aim to promote lifelong skills in English. 
 
Principles 

At Southwold Primary and Nursery School we aim to: 

 to enable children to speak clearly and audibly in ways which take account of their 
listeners; 

 to encourage children to listen with concentration in order to be able to identify the 
main points of what they have heard; 

 to enable children to adapt their speech to a wide range of circumstances and 
demands; 

 to develop children’s abilities to reflect on their own and others’ contributions and the 
language used; 

 to enable children to evaluate their own and others’ contributions through a range of 
drama activities; 

 to develop confident, independent readers through an appropriate focus on word, 
sentence and text-level knowledge;  

 to encourage children to become enthusiastic and reflective readers through contact 
with challenging and lengthy texts; 

 to help children enjoy writing and recognize its value; 

 to enable children to write with accuracy and meaning in narrative and non-fiction; 

 to increase the children’s ability to use planning, drafting and editing to improve their 
work. 

 
ENGLISH AT SOUTHWOLD SCHOOL 
 
English at Southwold Primary and Nursery School is taught both as a discrete subject and 
through cross curricular topics based on a ‘big question’ approach. We plan our topics 
around six open ended topic questions linking to a range of curriculum areas. English is at 
the core of curriculum planning so that subject material from other curriculum areas is used 
as content for speaking, listening, reading and writing. Therefore, all curriculum areas will 
involve some aspects of English. 
 
The English Curriculum is delivered using the National Curriculum 2014 and the Early 
Learning Goals are followed to ensure continuity and progression from the Foundation Stage 
through to the National Curriculum. 
 
 



 
SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
 
The Four Strands of Speaking and Listening: Speaking; Listening; Group Discussion and 
Interaction, and Drama permeate the whole curriculum. Interactive teaching strategies are 
used to engage all pupils in order to raise reading and writing standards. Children are 
encouraged to develop effective communication skills in readiness for later life. 
 
READING 
 
At Southwold we aim to develop children’s reading and writing in all subjects to support their 
acquisition of knowledge and skills. Children will be taught to read fluently, understand 
extended texts (both fiction and non-fiction) and will be encouraged to read for pleasure.  
 
The opportunities, organisation and provision for the teaching and learning of reading are as 
follows: 
 

 Guided reading: Teaching reading comprehension skills through the use of the 
reading VIPERS taken from the content domains: Vocabulary, Inference, Prediction, 
Explanation, Retrieval and Summarising. 

 Independent reading through a colour banded reading scheme: A book banded 
reading scheme operates across the school which comprises of a range of different 
schemes. Children work their way through the colour band scheme and then become 
free readers. 

 Read Write Inc Phonics: Phonics is taught daily in EYFS and KS1. 

 Class books: Stories are read to the children on a daily basis throughout the school. 
Teachers also take time to read class novels and model reading for pleasure. It is 
important that children enjoy reading and also have the opportunity to experience 
books from classic and modern authors.  

 Reading at home: Children are encouraged to read at home every day this is given 
high priority. Each child has a reading record book which logs books they have read 
and comments about their reading. Parents and teaching staff record in this book. 

 
WRITING 
 
At Southwold we aim to ensure whole school consistency through the use of the three phase 
approach to teaching writing.  
 
English is based around a high quality text. Each term, one high quality text is covered which 
links closely to our big question theme. From this, a narrative and a non-fiction piece are 
produced.  

 
Children will develop the stamina and skills to write at length, with accurate spelling and 
punctuation. They will be taught the correct use of grammar through our personalised 
grammar progression documents tailored to each year group. They will build on what they 
have been taught to expand the range of their writing and the variety of the grammar they 
use. The writing they do will include narratives, explanations, vocabulary acquisition, 
descriptions, comparisons, summaries and evaluations: such writing supports them in 
rehearsing, understanding and consolidating what they have heard or read. 
 
The opportunities, organisation and provision for the teaching and learning of writing are as 
follows: 



 
 

 Read Write Inc Phonics: Daily Phonics sessions in EYFS and KS 1.  

 Read Write Inc Spelling: Daily Spelling sessions from Year 2-6. Children in Years 1 
to 6 are set spelling homework each week to consolidate spelling rules taught in 
school. The children are also taught and tested on the Common Exception Words for 
each year group. 

 English lessons: Teaching and learning focuses on planning, drafting, editing and 
evaluating written pieces. Within teaching sequences shared writing is a key element 
which allows for teacher modelling. The teaching of vocabulary, grammar, 
punctuation and spelling is taught within daily English lessons or as a discrete 
subject. This is also supported by the use of guided writing, the use of model texts to 
teach explicit skills, independent writing, extended writing and time for children to edit 
and redraft. Effective marking and feedback also helps children with editing and 
improving their work. There are also cross-curricular writing opportunities through 
Science and topic work. 

 Handwriting: We use the Nelson Handwriting scheme to teach handwriting. Children 
have discrete handwriting lessons to teach, model and apply the correct letter 
formation and joining techniques. In Key Stage 2, children are given a pen licence 
when they are able to join neatly and fluently. 

 

Early Years Foundation Stage 

We teach English as an integral part of the day. As the Reception and Nursery classes are 
part of the Foundation Stage, we relate the literacy aspects of the children’s work to the 
objectives set out in the Foundation Stage curriculum which underpin the curriculum 
planning for children aged 3-5. We give all children the opportunity to talk and communicate 
in a widening range of situations, to respond to adults and to each other, to listen carefully 
and to practise and extend their range of vocabulary and communication skills. Spoken 
Language is the starting point of every lesson and is carefully structured in planning. 
Children have the opportunity to explore, enjoy, learn about words and text in a range of 
situations and through structured play. Large imaginative play areas and small worlds 
provide a nucleus for speaking and listening in the Foundation Stage. The Read Write Inc 
Phonics scheme is taught daily and activities are sent home regularly for reinforcement 
taken from class teaching. Year 1 adopt the EYFS approach at first but progress to more 
formalised KS1 teaching from term 2. 
 
Key Stage 1 
 
In Key Stage 1 the children have daily English lessons (inclusive of grammar), a guided 
reading session and either a Read Write Inc Phonics (Year 1) or Spelling session (Year 2). 
Children will always experience guided reading sessions led by the teacher but this will vary 
according to ability. The Read Write Inc Spelling scheme is taught daily for those children 
that have met the expected standard in the Phonics Screening Check. For those Year 2 
children that did not meet the expected standard in Year 1, they will continue to receive daily 
Phonics provision. Spellings are taken from either the Read Write Inc Spelling scheme and 
the National Curriculum and are given on a Friday to be learned and tested the following 
week. Handwriting is practised twice a week and this is based on the Nelson Handwriting 
Scheme. Spoken Language is the starting point of every lesson and is carefully structured in 
weekly planning. English skills are used and reinforced across the curriculum. 
 
 



 
Key Stage 2 

All children in KS2 have daily English lessons, discrete grammar sessions, Read Write Inc 
Spelling sessions and also a daily guided reading session outside of the English lesson. 
Children receive a handwriting lesson twice a week. The school follows its own handwriting 
policy based on the Nelson Scheme. Spellings are taken from either the Read Write Inc 
Spelling scheme and the National Curriculum, are given on a Friday and tested on the 
following Friday. Keywords are tested three times per year. 
Spelling and handwriting is taught discretely and the English unit is then taught through 
immersion in text, oral rehearsal, shared tasks, independent tasks with editing and revisions 
and assessment. Spoken Language is an important part of every lesson and is structured 
carefully in weekly planning. Links are always made between English skills and the use of 
them in the curriculum and cross-curricular planning is done whenever possible. 
 
There are children of differing ability in all classes at Southwold Primary and Nursery School. 
We recognise this fact and provide suitable learning opportunities for all children by 
matching the challenge of the task to the ability of the child. We achieve this through a range 
of strategies. In the majority of lessons, children will begin at different starting points carefully 
chosen to enable them to progress and attain. In some lessons, we ask children to work 
from the same starting point before moving on to develop their own ideas. Greater Depth 
children may be fast tracked at certain points to receive a higher level of challenge. We use 
teaching assistants to support some children and to enable work to be matched to 
the needs of the child. 
 
The English Curriculum and planning 

English is a core subject in the National Curriculum. We use the English National Curriculum 
to plan from. Foundation Stage use the EYFS and Read Write Inc Phonics strategies. 
We have a yearly curriculum overview for each year group (Y1-Y6). 
This defines what we teach and ensure an appropriate balance and distribution of work 
across each term. In KS1, some of the work is blocked and some is continuous. In KS2, 
English objectives are often achieved in cross-curricular planning themes. These objectives 
are still dictated by the English National Curriculum but are now linked with real purpose to 
the reading and writing focuses. Plans are kept electronically and reviewed by subject 
leaders and members of the Senior Leadership Team. 
Class teachers complete a unit (short-term) plan for the teaching of English. This lists the 
specific learning objectives for each lesson and gives details of how the lessons are to be 
taught. The class teacher keeps these individual plans. They may be discussed with the 
English lead and/or senior leaders in the school.  
 
Planning is differentiated. It is done in teams for that phase/year group and teams will 
discuss the ideas and then one person will have the responsibility of typing the planning up 
on the school agreed format for that week. That same person will make sure each member 
of the team receives the planning and all the resources need in a suitable time frame 
reading for the teaching of that unit. Planning is always shared with all the adults who work 
in the classroom. 
 
Cross-curricular links 
 
The skills that children develop in English are linked to, and applied in, every subject of our 
curriculum. The children’s skills in reading, writing, speaking and listening enable them to 



 
communicate and express themselves in all areas of their work in school. There are many 
resources for English and also cross-curricular resources to support the teaching of English. 
 
Mathematics 
English contributes significantly to the teaching of mathematics vocabulary in our school. 
Children in the Foundation Stage develop their understanding of number, pattern, shape and 
space, problem solving and reasoning by talking about these areas with adults and other 
children. Children in EYFS and KS1 meet stories and rhymes that rely on counting and 
sequencing and begin to read, reason and interpret problems. In KS2, children are 
encouraged to read and interpret problems in order to identify the mathematics involved. 
They explain and present their work to others during plenary sessions and they 
communicate mathematically through the developing use of precise mathematical language. 
 

Computing 
The use of Computing enables children to use and apply their developing skills in English in 
a variety of ways. All children often use Computing as a source of information and as a way 
of enabling them to present their work which they can edit easily and effectively. They also 
use a range of resources such as Beebots, Purple Mash and the Internet which help develop 
different genres, language and multimedia skills. Children use a variety of websites, apps 
and programs to support their learning. 
  
Personal, social and health education (PSHE) and citizenship 
English contributes to the teaching of personal, social and health education and citizenship. 
Across the school we use the Jigsaw PSHCE scheme. We encourage younger children to 
take part in class and group discussions on topical issues. In Science the children will work 
and talk about things that improve their health and about rules for keeping them safe around 
the school. Older children research and debate topical problems and events in lessons and 
via Debate mate club. They discuss lifestyle choices and meet and talk with many visitors 
who work within the school community. Planned activities within the classroom encourage 
children to work together and respect each other’s views and follow the school’s values and 
ethos. 
 
Spiritual, moral, social and cultural development 
The teaching of English develops skills through which our children can give critical 
responses to the moral questions they meet in their work. Their understanding and 
appreciation of a range of texts brings them into contact with their own literary heritage and 
texts from other cultures. The organisation of lessons allows children to work together and 
gives them the chance to discuss their ideas and results. 
 
Teaching English to children with special educational needs 
At our school we teach English to all children, whatever their ability. English forms part of the 
school curriculum policy to provide a broad and balanced education to all children. Through 
our English teaching, we provide learning opportunities that enable all pupils to make 
progress. We do this by setting suitable learning challenges and responding to each child’s 
different needs. Assessment against the National Curriculum allows us to consider each 
child’s attainment and progress.  
 
When progress falls significantly outside the expected range, the child may have special 
educational needs. Our assessment process looks at a range of factors – classroom 
organisation, teaching materials, teaching style, differentiation – so that we can take some 



 
additional or different action to enable the child to learn more effectively. This ensures that 
our teaching is matched to the child’s needs. 
 
Interventions are planned when a teacher has assessed that a child has a particular need. 
As we adopt a fully inclusive approach to teaching, we enable pupils to have access to the 
full range of activities involved in learning English.  
Teachers provide help with communication and English through: 

 using texts that children can read and understand; 

 using visual and written materials in different formats; 

 using ICT, other technological aids and materials (e.g. talking tins); 

 using alternative communication, such as signs and symbols; 

 using Google translate. 
 

Performance 

Teachers constantly assess children’s work in English. They use assessments to measure 
progress against the key objectives and to help them plan for the next unit of work. In 
Reception and Nursery, each child is assessed in reading and writing according to EYFS 
and National Curriculum. In KS1 and KS2, children are assessed against the National 
Curriculum. At three data points per academic year, the children are assessed according to 
National Curriculum learning objectives in reading and writing and this information is entered 
on to the school tracking system for the Senior Leadership Team to access and analyse. 
This data is used to analyse progress and attainment, set targets as well as for the teacher 
to use for class planning and support. A written report is sent to parents at the end of the 
year with future targets for English identified. The next teacher uses these final term 
assessments as the basis for planning next year’s work. 
Assessments are made using children’s work, teacher assessments and end of Key Stage 
SATs.  
The English lead keeps examples of moderated children’s work from staff meetings in a file. 
Any issues that arise from moderation staff meetings are addressed by the English team 
through either CPD courses or team intervention. 
 
Homework 
 
Nursery 
Nursery children take a class reading book to be shared at home. They also have ‘Purple 
Mash’ logins to complete English based homework tasks online. 
 
Reception  
Reception children have a colour banded reading book and diary which they take home on a 
daily basis. They have a pot of ‘rotten reds’ (common exception words) which they learn to 
read and are assessed on these words once a fortnight. They also have a ‘Pick and Mix’ 
menu of cross-curricular homework activities that spans the breadth of the term. 
 
Key Stage 1 
All reading resources in school are banded according to the National Curriculum. Year 1 and 
2 children have a colour banded reading book and diary which they take home on a daily 
basis. As well as colour banded books, children can choose books to share at home which 
are at their independent reading level. Children are encouraged to read on a daily basis and 
get their reading diary signed after every read. When children have read 15 times and have 



 
had their homework diary signed by the adult at home, they can go to the Principal and 
receive a sticker. After 30 + reads the children will receive a prize from the Principal. 
Keywords from Read Write Inc Phonics/Spelling as well as rotten reds (common exception 
words) are taken home to learn to read and spell. These are formally tested and are 
monitored by the class teacher. 
Focused writing opportunities and cross curricular links are planned for each term in the form 
of homework tasks. This is then marked using the Marking Policy. Handwriting is taught 
according to the Nelson Scheme and as soon as individual letters are formed correctly, 
children begin to 
learn joins.  
 
Key Stage 2 
All reading material is banded according to the National Curriculum. In Key Stage 2, free 
readers choose their own independent text from the class book corner whilst other children 
have a colour banded reading book and diary which they take home on a daily basis.When 
children have read 15 times at home and have had their homework diary signed by the adult 
at home, they can go to the Principal and receive a sticker. After 30 + reads the children will 
receive a prize from the Principal. 
Focused writing opportunities and cross curricular links are planned for each term in the form 
of homework tasks. Spelling rules from Read Write Inc Spelling as well as National 
Curriculum words are taken home to learn to read and spell. These are formally tested and 
are monitored by the class teacher. 
 
Handwriting 

Handwriting is taught according to the Nelson scheme which has been adapted in the 
following ways: 
1. No letter which finishes back on itself will join to the next letter (b, g, j, p, s, x, y,) 
2. Double t will be joined with one cross bar. Bar will be the same height as the lower case 
letters. 
3. All descenders will be the same height. 
4. All ascenders will be the same height. 
5. w and v to be written with straight lines. 
6. m w – middle section of these capital letters will be the same height as the lower case 
letters. (the middle section will not touch the bottom line 
7. x will not be joined to another letter (The word ‘example’ will have a break after the x and 
before the a) 
8. I as a capital has a base and a top. 
9. k without a loop 
 
Resources 

There are a range of resources to support the teaching of English across the school. All 
classrooms have dictionaries and a range of age appropriate small apparatus. All 
classrooms have a selection of fiction and non-fiction texts and a welcoming book corner. 
Children have access to the internet through laptops and iPads. The library contains a range 
of books to support children’s individual research. A range of games are available to support 
children with their literacy skills-word, sentence, text, handwriting, phonic, comprehension, 
speaking and listening, performing and drama. 
 
 
 



 
Monitoring and review 

Monitoring of the standards of the children’s work and of the quality of teaching in English is 
the responsibility of the lead. The work of the subject lead also involves supporting 
colleagues in the teaching of English, being informed about current developments in the 
subject, and providing a strategic lead and direction for the subject in the school. The 
coordinators give the principal an annual summary report in which s/he 
evaluates the strengths and weaknesses in the subject, and indicates areas for further 
improvement.  
 
Signed: Mrs Hooton  

Date: January 2019 


